
Accessibility as a Learner Engagement 
Strategy
motivating instructors by reframing the conversation



After this session, participants will 
be able to

• Reframe the accessibility conversation with 
faculty as a way to increase learner engagement.

• Employ scalable strategies for built-in accessibility 
that also improve course transparency.

• Share accessibility resources with faculty in ways 
that are not intimidating or conflictual.



Our story
• Stand-alone law 

school
• Pioneers in online 

legal education, 
but…

• Traditional 
teaching methods

• Urgent need for 
accessible 
documents



What did we do about it?
• Sent IDs, Library Support, and 

Student Services through the 
same accessibility trainings

• Targeted crucial courses first
• Repeated successes

• Developed a system (and tracked 
results)

• Found a few tools for many 
solutions

• Built templates
• Offered simplified, repeated 

workshops and resources for faculty



Then the faculty discovered…

• Materials were cleaner
• Courses were easier to 

navigate
• Students were more 

engaged
• Students asked fewer 

questions
• Templates and other 

resources made it easier



Accessible and easier for students to use

Before… …and after



Gamify quickly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gamify! 



Strategies to Reframe the Conversation
• Student-centered conversation

• Who are they?
• What do they 

expect/appreciate?

• Opportunity, not obligation
• Show successes/praise peers
• Come to the table with a 

solution opportunity

• Be prepared
• Strong baseline knowledge 

and skills for staff
• Have templates/job aids 

ready
• Know your tools (and their 

VPATs)

• Baby steps in training
• Empowerment
• Support
• Pick your battles
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Student-centered:Rarely “traditional.” Students need resources like captioning or a navigation pane to work around their challenging lives. (Example: rocking one’s baby to sleep while watching a lecture with the captions on)Roughly 20% of undergraduates surveyed indicated that they had a disability: https://nces.ed.gov/fastfacts/display.asp?id=60. However only a quarter of students who formally registered a disability with their institution in high school do so in college: https://hechingerreport.org/colleges-respond-to-growing-ranks-of-learning-disabled/. The number of students who need proactive accessibility to maximize their learning potential is significant.Students operate in a digital environment. They expect access to course materials in a digital format. And providing it reduces the email, phone, and class time professors will spend answering questions or giving additional access to hard copies.Ask students explicitly: what kinds of technologies helped you succeed in this course. What do you wish had been available digitally? What was confusing? What was helpful? Then share that with instructors.Opportunity, not obligation(With the exceptions we all have encountered) the vast majority of faculty care deeply about the success of their students. If something’s working elsewhere, show them!One of the most effective ways to encourage faculty embrace of instructional design is to showcase a peer. Be VERY public about instructor successes: QM certification, fun interactives, techniques that make their class prep more efficient. Let faculty say it to each other whenever you can.Instead of starting with conversation with “your materials are not accessible,” start with “I have a cool opportunity for how you can use this material, AND it’s accessible!”Gamify (IF you know the tool is accessible and a quick conversion)Be preparedYou can’t always make instructors learn, but your staff should have the same knowledge foundation. QM has the AURS website and the Standard 8 workshop. WebAIM has an affordable workshop specifically on the mechanics of document accessibility. OLC has courses. Fix the problem once with templates. Hardwire as much as you can into your courses so that you can bypass the conversation altogether.Don’t introduce a technology until you know it’s accessible (example: Kaplan exams—big mistake!).Show one small thing at a time until it’s persistent. Then add another element. Don’t dump all accessibility features on instructors at once.Have one-page “Cheat sheets” available. Have list of resources compiled and easily to access. Know who’s on campus that can help them (in addition to you).



Know your tools and pitch all their benefits
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Know your tools and pitch all their benefits. Panopto hasAuto-captioning and a deal with Rev.com ($1/minute—good deal!).Multi-modal deliverySearchable text AND audioPicks up PowerPoint titles (encourages instructors to USE THEM)Organized, consistent format, yet students can browse and go back and forth with little difficulty.Has a VPAT.



Resources for faculty



What would you do?Scenario 1

A professor has 65 video+PowerPoint presentations in their course. The PowerPoints are full of 
inaccessible features (no titles, no alt text, SmartArt, color for emphasis, etc.). You know there's a 
student using a screen reader in their class next semester. The professor refuses to redo all 65 
recordings (simply overwhelmed with workload) but is amenable to revising the PowerPoints. 
What do you do?

Scenario 2

Students in a class share hand-drawn pictures with each other in a discussion forum. They're 
required to review their peers' posts and provide feedback. It's the most successful and best-
liked activity in the class. How do you resolve the accessibility issue and get buy-in from the 
professor?

Scenario 3

You are meeting with an instructor who is new to online learning. How do you introduce 
accessibility in a way that positively focuses on the benefits of Universal Design for Learning?



Appendices
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Your legal versus your ethical obligation
Legal
• Access must be “equally 

effective”
• “Academic adjustments” 

(reactive accommodations) for 
students with registered 
disabilities are acceptable.

• Opt out if accommodation
• changes essential academic 

requirements
• fundamentally alters the 

nature of a service, program 
or activity

• results in an undue financial 
or administrative burden.

Ethical

• Proactively accessible materials, OR

• Offer multiple means of engagement

• Consider needs of students who do 
not have a registered disability

• Improve everyone’s learning 
experience (UDL)

• Start with accessible tools
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“Legal Obligations for Accessibility.” http://udloncampus.cast.org/page/policy_legal#l1970126 
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